In 1968, Associated Management Consultants Private Limited commenced the publication of Indian Journal of Marketing (ISSN 0973-8703), with a vision to reform the serious deficiency of quality research journals in India, as well as to bequeath an academic podium to researchers across the globe to publish original, innovative, pragmatic, and high-quality research work in the field of Marketing. We expanded our product portfolio with Indian Journal of Finance (ISSN 0973 – 8711), and Prabandhan: Indian Journal of Management (ISSN 0975 – 2854), which were launched in 2007 and 2008 respectively. Indian Journal of Marketing, Indian Journal of Finance and Prabandhan: Indian Journal of Management are double – blind peer reviewed refereed monthly journals, which are being regularly published since 1968, 2007 and 2008 respectively.
Indian Journal of Marketing, Indian Journal of Finance and Prabandhan: Indian Journal of Management enjoy a pan-India presence, and a discernible international readership and subscriber base. Our publications have successfully built a corpus, where different stakeholders unite and debate upon diverse issues related to Marketing, Finance and Management, and provide well-researched and tested benchmarks for the academia and industry. Insights for managers, policymakers and scope for future research are also the by-products of the research work. The scope of our journals is not just limited to the academic field and classrooms - the papers published in Indian Journal of Marketing, Indian Journal of Finance and Prabandhan: Indian Journal of Management act as an extremely valuable source of information for Academicians, Consultants, Business Managers, Practitioners of Social Sciences, as well as for Policymakers, who can feed the results of research into management practice and public policy making.

The development of academic research capacities carries within itself, the seeds of future economic and social development. Due to lack of access, researchers and academicians cannot build upon latest research, and research loses its impact. Hence, as publishers of quality research, we have to ensure that we reach as wide an audience as possible (and that too at affordable cost) to maximize the impact of our publications as increased accessibility improves the discoverability, and can lead to unexpected benefits like interdisciplinary collaboration. Therefore, positioning journals online is inevitable in the digital age. For maximizing research dissemination and impact, and to optimize readership, citation and submission, journals now need an excellent online platform, genuine global accessibility, and sophisticated marketing to guide researchers to quality material amidst the growing morass of online research. Online Publishing opens up exciting opportunities to move beyond the traditional modes of journal navigation.

After successfully publishing journals in the print version since the last four decades, we feel proud to announce the launch of the e-version - The DigitalEdition of Indian Journal of Marketing, Indian Journal of Finance and Prabandhan: Indian Journal of Management. The Digital version perfectly complements the Print version of Indian Journal of Marketing, Indian Journal of Finance and Prabandhan: Indian Journal of Management and from 2012, our journals would be available in the dual format: the Current Issues would be available in the Print Format, and the Archives till 2011 would be available in both - the Print and the Digital format. We are the pioneers in this field as for the first time in India; such technology (that delivers content across web, mobile (Android) and tablet devices (iOS) web browsers) has been implemented to digitize the content of research journals.
The Digital Edition embraces a 360 degree digital paradigm and is an adept platform to best meet the fast evolving needs of research journals. Using the Digital Platform, journal content can be digitized for delivery across web, mobile and tablet devices web browsers. The DigitalEdition of Indian Journal of Marketing, Indian Journal of Finance and Prabandhan: Indian Journal of Management, powered by Mediology DigitalEdition, is endowed with the following features:

* It is seamless across all platforms and devices, and is supported by all web browsers like Internet Explorer (IE), Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Safari.

* Considering the ever growing need to consume content on all possible devices, the future updates would also allow seamless access to the Digital Editions on Tablet and Mobile devices (like iPhone, Android, and iPad).

* It can be purchased online via a payment gateway that is extremely safe and secure - the payment can be made via Credit Card, Debit Card, Net Banking, and PayPal.

* Users can sign in to the Digital Edition using the Single Sign On (SSO) service using their existing Google Mail (Gmail) /Yahoo/Facebook account. There is no need to register separately to purchase the Digital Edition.

* For the users who don't have an existing Google Mail (Gmail)/ Yahoo/Facebook/ account, they will be prompted to create a Read Where account, which can then be used to exclusively access the content they subscribe to.

* It is easy to use and navigate, even for those with limited knowledge of the web. Users don't need to figure out complex controls. It’s a fast, zippy experience for page loading, with page zooms.

* The Digital Edition is Social Media and Mobile Enabled, using SocialSense, capabilities which go far beyond just Facebook and Twitter sharing, but enable social networking on the content site. The entire content is rendered on a mobile friendly interface when opened on all popular mobile browsers. Users can “Like” a paper, and can share the URL on Facebook, Twitter and Google +.

* All the purchased papers will be saved for future viewing under the "My Library" section of the DigitalEditions.

We fervently hope that our esteemed and erudite readers and patrons will offer us their unflinching support in this new endeavour and enjoy the convenience of electronically accessing our journals.

Please click the following links to access the Digital Edition of IJM, IJF and PIJM. Readers can browse through the Archive section and purchase a paper for ₹ 80 (to be viewed online):

- **Indian Journal of Marketing**: [http://digitaledition.indianjournalofmarketing.com](http://digitaledition.indianjournalofmarketing.com)
- **Indian Journal of Finance**: [http://digitaledition.indianjournaloffinance.co.in](http://digitaledition.indianjournaloffinance.co.in)
FOLLOW THESE STEPS:

START


Click on the Archive section

Browse through the papers published in the journals and click on the volume for which the digital edition needs to be purchased.

Click on the issue that needs to be purchased. It will display the articles along with their summaries.

Choose a paper and click on purchase the DigitalEdition Button. A page will be displayed with the DigitalEdition.

You will be prompted to register/login.

Click on the register/login button.

IF NO

If you don’t have an existing Google/Yahoo/Facebook account, register using the Read Where Account.

IF YES

Click on purchase this volume to purchase the chosen paper.

You will be redirected to a page where you have to fill in the Order details.

Select the Payment mode. You can pay via Paypal/Credit Card/Debit Card/Net Banking.

Once the transaction is complete, the full text of the selected article will be available for viewing.

For future access to the purchased articles, login to the respective digital edition URL and click on the purchased article, which can be seen under the “My Library” section.

You can also subscribe to receive future updates by clicking on “Subscribe”.

STOP